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LEAN BACKED BENCH
NATiON + KSA DESIGN

This striking multi-purpose bench is designed for use in areas where human traffic can get
congested or cramped. Lean’s streamlined proportions and simplistic style provide maximum
seating where space is minimal. The bench provides conventional seating on one side and a
support for individuals to lean against on the other. The surface can also provide space for
laptops to be used, or where luggage, bags and other items can be placed. The bench seats
three and can be complemented by an armrest to make it easier for those seated to rise to their
feet. Whether used indoors or outside, Lean’s sleek shape is guaranteed to suit almost any
environment.

Dimensions

Length: 189 cm, 370 cm
Hight: 100 cm.
Height of seat: 46 cm
Weight: 121 kg – 130 kg

Product number

U18-05H Right frame
U18-05M Middle frame
U18-05V Left frame
U18-05E Seat and seat back
U18-05AH Armrest right
U18-05AV Armrest left
U18-05AD Two armrests on one seat

Variants

Oiled oak or stained pine.
Available with 1 or 2 armrest.

Materials

Frame in powder coated cast aluminum in Noir 200
Sablé. Seat and back in oiled oak or stained pine.

Placement

Freestanding or bolted against ground.

Maintenance

Scratches can be repainted with alkyd oil enamel.
Wood should be oiled regularly.

Character

A multi-purpose bench that provides conventional
seating on one side and a support for individuals to
lean against on the other.
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